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AUDIT REPORT 5/21/13 

U.S. EPR Seismic Analysis of Seismic Category I Structures and Stability 
Analysis of the NAB 

 

DATES OF AUDIT:  March 26th through March 28th, 2013  
 
AUDIT LOCATION:  AREVA Offices in Charlotte, N.C. 
 
NRC REVIEW TEAM:  

 
Jim Xu, NRC Technical Monitor 

Michael Miernicki, Sr. Project Manager 

David Foster, NRC Consultant 

Carl Costantino, NRC Consultant 

Tom Houston, NRC Consultant 

AUDIT PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE: 
 
The objective of the audit was to accomplish the following: 

• Review the calculations which document and provide the seismic results for the 
Essential Service Water Buildings (ESWBs) using the SASSI computer code’s direct 
method of analysis; 

• Review the development of seismic loads on the Nuclear Island (NI) tendon gallery 
which are documented in the NI basemat analysis calculation;  

• Review the calculations for the stability analysis of the Nuclear Auxiliary Building (NAB) 
and the impact of the NAB relocation on the NI seismic analysis; 

• Review the calculation which develops the soil bearing pressure demands under the NI 
basemat; 

• Determine if, as a result of the audit, any additional RAIs are required. 
 
The audit agenda is provided in Attachment 1.  The list of attendees is shown on Attachment 2. 
 
• AREVA was asked to assess the impact of recent changes to the seismic analysis of SC I 

structures on subsequent analyses that utilize the SC I analysis input or use its results and 
update any associated RAI responses accordingly.  

 
AUDIT SUMMARY: 
 
As part of its review of the U.S. EPR FSAR, the NRC and its consultants performed a technical 
audit of AREVA in Charlotte, NC.  This audit included a review of the calculations which 
document (1) the soil structure interaction (SSI) analysis of the ESWB using the direct method 
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of analysis; (2) the seismic analysis of the NI basemat, including the seismic bearing pressures 
developed under the basemat; and (3) the stability analysis of the NAB and its potential seismic 
interaction with the NI.  These analyses provide the basis for AREVA’s responses to RAI 370, 
Question 03.07.02-64 covering NAB stability, RAI 547, Question 03.07.02-78 for that portion 
covering the seismic analysis of the NI basemat, and the future response to RAI 370, Question 
03.08.05-31 covering the seismic analysis of the ESWB.  The following is a summary of the 
audit results. 
 
1. SSI Analysis of ESWB for Five Generic Soil Cases plus High Frequency Site (32-7010148-

000) 
 
The purpose of this calculation is to document the SSI analysis for the ESWB.  The analysis 
is performed using the SASSI computer code and the direct method of analysis.  The EUR 
input motion for the ESWB is based on an envelope of the EUR CSDRS used for the NI 
which is modified to account for structure-soil-structure interaction (SSSI) effects of the NI 
on the response of the ESWB.  The one exception to this was soil case 1n5ae which 
produced a spike in the SSSI effect of the NI on the ESWB and was not included in the 
enveloping process.  The modified CSDRS enveloped spectra are assumed to be outcrop 
motions at the foundation basemat level of the ESWB and used in the subsequent analysis 
for each of the soil cases.  This is acceptable to the staff except that the FSAR was not clear 
in describing this process and should be revised to clearly indicate what was done to 
determine the input motion for the ESWB.  This action by AREVA is carried on the open item 
list for the audit (see Attachment 3).  For the high frequency site, the input motion used is 
the high frequency input spectra modified for the high frequency site SSSI effects.  The 
method of analysis and applied input motions as documented in the calculation were 
acceptable to the staff. 
 
One of the inputs to the ESWB model is the mass of the water contained within the building 
structure.  For the ESWB seismic analysis, the convective mass is neglected as this mass 
typically less than the impulsive mass and has a very low frequency.  Thus it does not 
contribute significantly to the response of the structure.  The impulsive mass of water is 
added to each of the basin walls as either an x-mass responding to motion in the x-direction 
or a y-mass responding to motion in the y-direction.  For vertical motion the entire water 
mass is added to the floor of the basins.  The appropriate impulsive water mass to be 
included in the model is defined in calculation 32-7010144, “Development of ESWB Finite 
Element Model for SSI Analysis for U.S.EPR Design”.  This calculation is based on the 
methodology of TID-7024 and the staff found it to be acceptable.  The effect of the 
convective mass of water including sloshing height is determined in a third calculation which 
had not been completed at the time of the audit.  Upon its completion, this third calculation 
will be posted to the electronic reading room for staff review.   
 
Based on its review of the two calculations described above the staff concluded the ESWB 
SSI analysis was acceptable.  The overturning calculation for this building will be reviewed 
at a later date. 
 

2. NAB Seismic Stability Analysis (32-7010550-002) 
 

The purpose of this calculation was to develop the stability model and perform a nonlinear 
seismic analysis to calculate peak bearing pressures and perform a stability assessment of 
the NAB.  The calculation implements a methodology provided to the NRC staff in the 
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Response to RAI No. 370, Question 03.07.02-64, Supplement 10.  In that RAI response, the 
applicant describes a detailed methodology to be followed in evaluating stability of the NAB.  
The approach used in the calculation is consistent with the described methodology with the 
exception that for the overturning analysis the seismic motions taken from the SASSI SSI 
results were applied to the NAB basemat instead of at the base of the springs supporting the 
structure.   
 
The analysis is performed using ANSYS.  The NAB structure is a finite element model 
(FEM) while the subgrade is modeled using nonlinear vertical and horizontal springs under 
the basemat.  The soil basemat springs are developed using Gazetas’ formulae and the 
vertical springs are assumed to have a parabolic distribution across the plan area of the 
NAB.  The vertical springs are assumed to act in compression only.  In addition, the vertical 
springs are assumed to be bilinear.  An allowable bearing stress was computed based on 
the respective shear wave velocity for each soil profile.  When the calculated stresses 
exceed this allowable bearing stress, a much lower slope was used for the pressure- 
displacement curve.  
 
The horizontal springs are also considered to behave nonlinearly in that when the horizontal 
force on the spring exceeds the normal force times a shear friction constant, sliding is 
permitted at that spring element.  For the sliding analysis, the horizontal shear friction 
constants are 0.5 prior to sliding and 0.25 after sliding.  For the overturning analysis, a 
single shear friction constant of 0.7 is used.  For a specific site, the assumed shear friction 
values are to be confirmed by the COLA (see FSAR Table 2.1-1).  The distribution of the 
horizontal spring stiffnesses is assumed to be uniform as opposed to the parabolic 
distribution which is used for the vertical springs.  Given the degree of liftoff of the basemat 
determined from the analyses reviewed, the uniform distribution of stiffness as opposed to a 
parabolic distribution was judged to be not significant to the results of the analysis.   
 
Material damping in the structure/soil system is equivalent to a 7% modal damping.  This is 
achieved by the suitable adjustment of terms in an alpha/beta type of damping used in the 
analysis.  The approach used in the calculation is acceptable to the staff.  
 
In addition to the basemat springs, sidewall springs are applied to the NAB on the two sides 
which are embedded.  These springs are based on the pressure-displacement curves 
generated from the at-rest (Ko), passive (Kp) and active (Ka) soil parameters and account 
for the effect of the weight of the overburden soil as well as that of the Reactor Waste 
Processing Building.    
 
A separate sliding analysis is performed using as input an enveloping time history based on 
Regulatory Guide 1.60 response spectra.  Because these spectra have more energy in the 
lower frequencies than that of the EUR spectra, the RG 1.60 spectra was used to provide a 
more conservative estimate of the NAB displacement than would the application of the EUR 
spectra and obviate the need for using multiple time histories in the NAB sliding analysis.  
The input motion for the sliding analysis is applied at the base of the soil springs and 
displacements of the NAB relative to the supporting soil are computed.  The potential 
interaction between the NI and NAB due to this sliding is addressed in a separate 
calculation covered below in item 4. 
 
For the overturning analysis, the translational and rotational input motions are taken from 
the SASSI results computed at the center of the NAB basemat.  These motions are obtained 
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from an SSI analysis that includes the NI and thus includes SSSI effects of the NI on the 
NAB.  In the non-linear ANSYS analysis, the SSI motions are applied to the basemat of the 
NAB FEM instead of at the base of the springs supporting the structure.  Since the input 
motions originate from a linear elastic analysis, this point of application for the input implies 
that non-linear behavior of the supporting soil does not change the dynamic response of the 
structure.  The motions applied represent the total (elastic) displacement of the entire 
soil/structure system as opposed to the relative displacement between the structure and the 
supporting soil.  The analysis results indicate some non-linear behavior in the vertical soil 
springs with a redistribution of pressure from the edge and corners of the basemat.  For the 
soil cases considered, yielding of the soil at the edges of the basemat will lower the effective 
frequency and result in a lowering of the seismic demand on the NAB.  This conclusion is 
based on an inspection of foundation response spectra results obtained from the SASSI 
analysis.  However, the calculation does not provide a specific basis for concluding that the 
NAB is stable.  AREVA was requested to specifically address overturning in its final 
response to RAI 370, Question 03.07.02-64 and to identify any COLA actions that are 
required to address NAB soil bearing demands on the site specific soils under the NAB 
basemat.   
 
This calculation includes a comparison between the SASSI Subtraction Method results and 
the SASSI Direct Method results.  The comparison indicates that, in general, use of the time 
histories from the subtraction method yield larger basemat and top of structure 
displacements than does the direct method. 
 

3. Impact of NAB Relocation on NI Seismic Analysis (32-9025669-009) 
 

The purpose of this calculation was to determine the impact of the relocation of the NAB on 
the NI seismic analysis.  The original layout included an 18 inch gap between the NAB and 
NI while the revised layout has increased this gap to 30 inches.  The calculation indicated 
there was little or no difference in the response of the NI due to the relocation of the NAB.  
As the NI is a much more massive structure than is the NAB this conclusion is considered to 
be a reasonable one.  The calculation was found to be acceptable. 
 

4. Seismic Interaction Between Nuclear Island and NAB (32-9059628-003) 
 
The purpose of this calculation was to verify the adequacy of the 30 inch gap between the 
NAB and NI.  The NI displacement input to this calculation was based on the SASSI direct 
method of analysis and for the NAB it was based on the non-linear sliding stability analysis 
using time histories based on Regulatory Guide 1.60 response spectra.  The tilt of each 
structure due to settlement, which is taken from FSAR Section 2.5.4.10.2, is assumed to be 
½ inch for each 50 feet of basemat width and is added to that of the seismic displacement.  
Using the absolute sum of each building’s displacement, Appendix A-1 concludes there is a 
minimum factor of safety of 2.38 with respect to the 30 inch gap between the NAB and the 
NI.  There were no issues identified with this calculation. 
 

5. Nuclear Island Soil Bearing Pressure Loads (32-7011193-001) 
 
The purpose of this calculation was to develop the dynamic bearing pressures demands that 
must be met by site specific bearing pressure capacities.  The inputs to developing bearing 
pressures for the NI basemat are the SASSI analyses results for 8 soil cases.  These cases 
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include the 5 generic EUR soil profiles and 3 high frequency site profiles.  The critical soil 
case is 5ae corresponding to rock.  
 
The analysis approach to obtaining pressures includes spreading out the loads from walls 
that are applied at the top of mat to the bottom of the mat using a 2 horizontal to 1 vertical 
(plus the thickness of the wall) distribution.  For softer soils this is generally less than the 
distribution of roughly 3:1 inferred by using the design process described in ACI 336.2.  For 
stiffer soils the distribution would be something less, (proportional to the 4th root of the ratio 
of the subgrade moduli for soft soils to stiffer soils).  The use of 2:1 distribution is reasonable 
for this very thick mat that is stiffened significantly by the 5 ft. thick walls supported by the 
mat foundation. 
 
A comparison between the overall global forces and moments computed using two different 
SASSI Methodologies is included.  The two methodologies are the subtraction method and 
direct method.  The direct method results can exceed the subtraction method results by as 
much as much as 23% for the stiffer sites.  The critical case for computing bearing 
pressures for the stiffer sites is 5ae.  For the soft soil site (1n2u), forces and moments 
determined using the direct method are no more than approximately 3% greater than those 
obtained by using the subtraction method and in some case are less.  For the medium soil 
case the subtraction method results were in general higher than the direct method results. 
Thus the basis of the bearing pressure demands for the stiff sites will be based on the direct 
method results while for the soft and medium sites the bearing pressure demands are based 
on the subtraction method results.  The staff believes the use of the subtraction method 
results for the soft and medium soil cases is acceptable. 
 

6. Nuclear Island Basemat Foundation Analysis (32-7007744) 
 
The purpose of this calculation is to develop the design loads for the NI basemat.  The 
basemat is represented by solid elements and analyzed using the ANSYS computer code. 
Gazetas dynamic springs with in-column motions from SHAKE using the input motions at 
the top of soil column are used for each soil case.  This calculation was reviewed in a 
previous audit (June 6th to June 11th, 2011) and found to be acceptable with the exception of 
the treatment of the lateral soil springs acting on the tendon galleries under the NI basemat 
for the rock cases.  The springs used were much softer than would be springs based on 
rock and therefore the predicted loads on the sides of the tendon gallery were much lower 
than they should be.  The revised calculation corrected the previous assumption for the rock 
spring lateral stiffness and as a result the lateral loads on the tendon gallery sidewalls were 
determined to be significantly higher.  Based on the staff’s review the revised calculation 
was found to be acceptable.  
 

7. Other Items from Previous Audit and Current Open Items  
 
As part of the audit, AREVA and NRC staff reviewed the previous open items from the audit 
of January 28th to January 30th and identified any new items from the current audit.  These 
are identified on Attachment 3 of this audit report.  From the January 28th audit, two items 
remain open.  The first concerns an update to the FSAR to describe how dead loads are 
applied to floors and walls for the seismic analysis of buildings.  This will be clarified in the 
supplemental response to RAI 320, Question 03.07.02-63.  The second is an update of a 
previously closed item regarding the boundary conditions for shear key elements used in the 
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seismic model of the Emergency Power Generating Building.  Although the explanation 
provided at the January 28th audit was acceptable to the staff, the model was not consistent 
with the explanation provided.  AREVA had discovered this after further review of the model 
and will correct the calculation accordingly.  This revised calculation will be posted to the 
reading room for staff review.  The open items are highlighted in yellow along with the path 
forward required to achieve closure.  
 

8. Summary of Calculation Review 

The review of the calculations identified in items 1 through 6 above found them to be 
technically acceptable.  There are no new RAIs identified as a result of this audit. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

Agenda for AREVA Audit 

U.S EPR 

SSI and Stability Analysis 

Monday March 25th 

• Public Meeting to Discuss RAIs and Responses (1:00-5:00) 

• RAI 370, Question 03.07.02-64, NAB II/I, Impact of NAB Relocation on NI 
Response 

• RAI 547, Question 03.07.02-78, NI Basemat 
• RAI 370, Question 03.07.01-27, Supplement 23 Changes made Concerning 

ESWB Stability Evaluation  
• Other FSAR Section 3.7 RAI’s 

Tuesday March 26th 

• Entrance Meeting (8:00-8:30) 

• Introductions 
• Purpose and Objectives of Audit 
• Review of Audit Plan and Schedule 
• Contacts for AREVA and NRC 

• Overview of SSI Analysis of ESWB for Five Generic Soil Cases plus High Frequency 
Site and Discussion of ESWB Stability Analysis (8:30-9:30) 

• Calculation Review (9:30-12:00)  

• SSI Analysis of ESWB for Five Generic Soil Cases plus High Frequency Site 
(32-7010148-000)(Houston) 

Lunch (12:00-1:00) 

• Overview of NAB Seismic II/I Analysis, Impact of Moving NAB on NI Analysis, and 
Seismic Interaction Between the NI and NAB.(AREVA) (1;00-2:00) 

• Calculation Review (2:00-4:30) 

o NAB Seismic Stability Analysis (32-7010550-002)(Houston) 
o Impact of NAB Relocation on NI Seismic Analysis (32-9025669-009) 

(Costantino) 
o Seismic Interaction between NI and NAB (32-9059628-003)(Foster) 

• Staff Caucus (4:30-5:00) 
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• Summary of the Day and Action Items (5:00-5:30) 

Wednesday March 27th 

• Follow up on Previous Day’s Action Items/Plan of the day (8:00-8:30) 

• Complete Calculation Reviews of NAB Stability Analysis Including Impact of Moving 
NAB and Seismic Interaction Analysis (8:30-12:00) 

Lunch (12:00-1:00) 

• Overview of NI Basemat Foundation Analysis and Resulting Bearing Pressure Loads 
(AREVA) (1:00-2:00) 

• Calculation Review (2:00-4:30) 

o NI Soil Bearing Pressures (32-7011193-001)(Houston) 
o NI Basemat Foundation Analysis Model (32-7007744)(Costantino) 

• Staff Caucus (4:30-5:00) 

• Summary of the Day and Action Items (5:00-5:30) 

Thursday March 28th 

• Follow up on Previous Day’s Action Items/Plan of the Day (8:00-8:30) 

• Complete Action Items/Calculation Reviews (8:30-12:00) 

Lunch (12:00-1:00) 

• Complete Resolution of Identified Issues (1:00-3:00) 

• Staff Caucus (3:00-3:15) 

• Exit Meeting (3:15-4:00) 
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Attachment 2 
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Attachment 3 
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